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PERFORMANCES  2022 

 EQUITIES  

 MSCI World -17.3% 

 S&P 500 -16.2% 

 Nasdaq -27.6% 

 Stoxx 600 -11.4% 

 SPI -13.3% 

 Nikkei -2.9% 

 China -23.2% 

 Emerging -24.0% 

  

 BONDS  

 CHF Corp  -7.2% 

 US Govt -13.1% 

 US Corp -17.7% 

 US HY -12.2% 

 EUR Gvt -18.8% 

 EUR Corp -14.9% 

 EUR HY -9.9% 

   

 CURRENCIES  

 USD index +11.5% 

 EURUSD -9.0% 

 EURCHF -5.8% 

 USDCHF +3.6% 

 USDJPY +21.1% 

 EM FX -4.8% 

  

 COMMODITIES   

 Gold -3.5% 

 Silver -6.6% 

 Brent +23.7% 

 Copper -12.1% 

 CRB index +23.0% 

“Fallen angel” 
Somewhat megalomaniacal, but still a perfect son in law 

Sam Bankman-Fried (SBF) was a crypto 

tycoon, i.e. one of the richest people in the 

crypto sphere. His firm, FTX Crypto 

Exchange, was once one of the biggest 

names in the crypto world. SBF had been 

heralded as a modern JPMorgan for 

swooping in to save troubled crypto firms. 

According to campaign followers, FTX was 

the third-largest donator to Democrats for 

the mid-terms.  

 

SBF was influential in developing the ideology of ¨effective altruism¨. As a member 

of the ¨Giving What we Can¨ group, he contemplated donating part of his wealth.  

Fortunately for Democrats, SBF's misadventures happened... just after the mid-terms 

The morale is that one can never be too wary of an angel's eyes!  

 

2022, the year of crypto carnage 

The evaporation of USD ¨excess liquidity¨, orchestrated in haste by the Fed since 

the beginning of the year has sounded the death knell for the most volatile / 

speculative assets. The crypto sphere has suffered tremendously as a result. 

 

Market capitalization of some key crypto assets 

Source: Coin Metrics 

 

Among them, at the start of last week, FTX company had a $32 billion valuation. 

FXC is one of the largest centralized crypto exchanges (CEX), actually the third per 

size behind Binance and Coinbase. 

 

But last week, FTX announced the resignation of its CEO, SBF, and filed in Chapter 

11. The sister company, an entity algorithmic trading firm called Alameda Research 

and roughly 130 affiliated entities will also be filing in bankruptcy. 

 

Because crypto assets have multiple legal structures, are opaque and benefit from 

extraterritoriality, they are hardly subject to any real regulatory framework. Indeed, 
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G. Gensler, the flamboyant and very respected head of 

the SEC, did not manage to address this issue in due 

time and will probably face growing critics.  

The collapse of liquidity-addict crypto assets started at the 

beginning of the year  

FTX bankruptcy is the largest bankruptcy this year 

 

A Lehman-like moment? 

According to a New-York Fed stability report, September 

2022: 

“The multiple roles centralized crypto exchanges (CEXs) 

play in the digital asset ecosystem are opaque. They are 

unregulated and highly interconnected. Investors 

exchange fiat for crypto assets using CEXs, making them 

the key on and off ramps between fiat and digital assets. 

CEXs also offer a range of services including trading 

execution, custody, margin lending, prime brokerage (for 

institutions), and writing and listing crypto derivatives.“ 

 

“CEXs provide leverage in the crypto ecosystem through 

their facilitation of margin lending and offering of 

“leveraged tokens,” a type of derivative product that gives 

consumers leveraged exposure to the underlying asset. 

CEXs offer derivatives and often allow leverage exceeding 

100x.” 

 

As of end July FTX reported  

average daily volume of $2.1 bn 

Source: CryptoCompare 

 

FTX’s collapse is somewhat reminiscent of Lehman 

Brothers’ bankruptcy in 2008. Indeed, Lehman Brothers 

stock lost three-quarters of its value and then plunged 

again when rumors of a distressed situation fueled 

indications of a takeover, which ultimately came to nothing. 

Mass exodus of clients is a similar rout cause of demise, 

took place overnight.  

 

Indeed, we do not know yet the width and depth of 

contagion channels. Much like the subprime meltdown, the 

most unlikely victims are likely to emerge from the four 

corners of the globe. Incidentally, it is already known that 

the Ontario Teachers’ Pension Plan is severely affected, and 

that some prominent hedge funds, like Tiger Global 

Management, Third Point and Altimeter Capital 

Management, also - erroneously – massively lend to FTX. 

 

Large monetary policy tightening cycles - always - have 

multiple victims. Small and large. FTX potentially resembles 

the so-called ¨Whale¨, the big player that, when it 

implodes, enshrines the end of the cycle of liquidity 

withdrawal by the central bank, because it creates too 

much risk. To be continued! 

 

Still, a) the digital ecosystem interconnections with 

traditional the financial services’ industry are limited and b) 

stablecoins, backed by money market instruments, 

represent more concrete financial risks (of contagion / 

spillover) than Centralized Crypto Exchanges. 

After the Terra Luna debacle, FTX confirms the vulnerability 

of the crypto ecosystem 

Traditional investors will stay apart before a practical 

regulatory framework is put in place 

• Based on the known facts, FTY bankruptcy does not 

qualify as a systemic event à la Lehman 

• But it may still provoke forced assets’ sales by impaired 

investors, hence hurt the - fragile - restoration of 

investors’ confidence post latest CPI 

• Time will tell if the FTX bankruptcy will be the financial 

accident that makes the Fed hesitate to continue its 

monetary tightening. In our opinion, it is not obvious... 

• Gold is likely to benefit indirectly from the crypto 

carnage, as a pure / safe uncorrelated haven 

 

Fixed income. Hopes of inflation moderation 

Last week started with a wall of worry that the Fed ever-

higher rates path meant endless pain for bonds. It ended 

instead with an epic rally. After many months of inflation 

coming above expectations, we finally got a more 

favorable report for October. 

 

US core inflation undershot expectations, rising 0.3% m/m 

vs. 0.5% expected and 0.6% in September as goods prices 
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fell and service price inflation, ex-shelter, eased. Food 

price inflation also moderated, rising 0.6% m/m versus 

0.8% in September. Headline CPI data also came lower 

than expected and lower than the weakest survey 

estimate, something that has not happened since late 

2020, rising 0.4%. 

 

Whilst the data allow some optimism that the inflationary 

pulse may be starting to wane, it is wise not to read too 

much into it. The market was wrongfooted in the 

summer when July core inflation rose 0.3% m/m only to 

roar back in August and September. A sequence of 

moderate prints is required to be confident that inflation 

is sustainably lower. 

 

Durable goods prices lead in easing 

Source: Bloomberg 

 

Looking through the details of the core inflation data, 

there are grounds to believe some components are 

starting to ease on a sustainable basis, particularly core 

commodity prices which make up 21.1% of the CPI. Core 

goods prices fell 0.4% m/m, leaving the 3-month average 

at 0.0%. Used car prices fell 2.4% m/m and apparel prices 

fell 0.7%. Medical care prices declined for the first time 

since mid-last year. Services prices excluding rents fell in 

October from a month ago, the first time since mid-2020. 

 

Indicators of global and domestic supply chain pressures 

have eased too, providing support for a sustained 

moderation in goods prices. Weaker demand for goods 

is exactly what the Fed is trying to achieve. Falling real 

incomes will weigh on future goods prices. 

On the other side, the Shelter costs, i.e. households’ costs, 

rose and contributed to over half of the rise in total 

inflation. As the housing market is cooling, this category 

will ease too but we may have to wait until 2023 before it 

could meaningfully dampen headline inflation. However, 

the inflation downward surprise is very positive as it comes 

despite the lagging indicator, the rents, kept accelarating. 

 

US 10-year yield and its 50-day moving average 

Source: Bloomberg 

 

Both the USD and US yields just had their worst day in 

years. The massive USD selloff saw its greatest losses in a 

single day since 2009, while the US 10-year yield retreated 

the most since March 2020. 

 

Federal Reserve Bank of Philadelphia President Harker 

confirmed that he now expects the pace of hikes to slow. 

The Fed is on track to increase Fed Funds rate by 50bps on 

December 14th. The October deflator will be released on 

December 1
st
 and will also play a role in expected path of 

the rate hikes. Most importantly, the Fed will release 

updated projections at their next meeting, which will likely 

include upward revisions to both next year’s inflation rate 

as well as the peak fed funds rate.  

• In the near term, investors should respond favorably to 

these encouraging moves in inflation 

•  However, the markets are unlikely to break from the 

data dependency stressed by central banks or 

extrapolate a turn in US inflation to other regions 

 

Equities. Towards the end of the bear market? 

The S&P 500 is in a bear market rally. The pivot point is 

4'090, corresponding to the exit from the top of the 

bearish corridor. If there is a definition for an entry into a 

bear market, a correction greater than 20%, that of an exit 

is unclear. Anyway, all this remains lagging, because we 

only know afterwards whether we are or are no longer in a 

bear market. We believe the Euro Stoxx 50 has exited the 

bear market. We will wait for the S&P 500 to validate a 

more positive technical view on equities, or not. 
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S&P 500. Close end for the Bear market? 

Source: Bloomberg 

 

Euro Stoxx 50. Have we got out of  

the bear market in Europe? 

 Source: Bloomberg 

 

Last Thursday, lower-than-expected US inflation allowed 

a powerful rebound in stock market indices, the most 

violent rise since 2020. On Friday, China announced an 

easing of the Covid quarantines. Presidents Biden and Xi 

have planned to meet on the sidelines of the G20 summit 

in Indonesia. Russian military defeats make Putin's 

position in the Kremlin untenable and the US 

administration is suggesting to Ukrainians to think about 

negotiations. In the United States, the red wave has not 

taken place and even these are the best interim elections 

for a sitting president. The Democrats kept the Senate. 

Donald Trump has largely lost and he is even faced with 

the label of “loser”. According to the New York Times, he 

is "the obstacle in chief to the Republican renaissance 

with his conspiratorial theories and his extremist 

positions". His competitor and enemy, the Republican 

Governor of Florida Ron DeSantis has largely won and is 

a big favorite in the Republican primary in the next US 

presidential elections. 

 

The tech and big tech industry continues to issue 

earnings warnings and companies are laying off workers. 

After all the others, Disney plans to freeze hiring and 

even plans to lay off. After a prosperous period linked to 

Covid with stay/work-at-home, companies are seeing a 

sharp drop in demand for electronic products. Households 

spend mostly on services, especially travel and outdoor 

leisure activities. The S&P 500 technology sector saw its 

profits fall by 2% in 3Q22, with little impact on the 

evolution of S&P 500 profits thanks to outsized profits from 

the oil sector (+140%) and to a lesser extent those of the 

industrial sector (+16%). 

• Short-term technical signals are still in buy 

• The medium-long term technical position is improving 

 

Equities. European backpedaling on electric cars 

A few months ago, the European Commission decided that 

from 2035, it was the end of sales of new thermal cars. 

Thierry Breton, the European commissioner for the internal 

market, has sown doubt by emphasizing a review clause in 

2026, to confirm or not the date of 2035. 

 

The impact on employment and the energy crisis are 

prompting politicians to calm things down. In an 

inflationary environment, car prices and the cost of energy 

are a risk for households. The European Union realizes that 

it will not have enough production capacity in batteries or 

a sufficient charging network. The supply of raw materials, 

lithium, cobalt, nickel, graphite, and the refining of these 

metals is largely dominated by China and South Korea. 

 

But Thierry Breton's statements are destabilizing, because 

all the players in the sector have taken this decision as final 

and are investing in the new electricity value chain. But the 

comments of Thierry Breton are all the same reassuring, 

because it is the first time in industrial history that 

politicians impose a technology. Policies must impose 

standards and it is up to the industry to find solutions to 

meet them. Thierry Breton said: "I respect the fact that 

some are deciding to accelerate towards a 100% electric 

offer, but I also encourage manufacturers to continue to 

produce thermal cars, generate quality jobs and remain an 

export force" and “If the EU ends the sale of thermal 

engines after 2035 in Europe, this does not apply to the 

rest of the world. The European automotive ecosystem 

must remain present on the export market with Clean Euro 

7 cars made in Europe. » 

 

However, some manufacturers, Stellantis in the lead, have 

already announced that they will not invest in the 

equipment demanded by Euro 7 which will increase the 

price of thermal vehicles by 3,000 to 5,000 euros. Many 

manufacturers no longer want to invest in thermal energy. 
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A slowdown in European investment in electricity would 

accentuate the Chinese advantage. The Chinese 

automotive industry has global ambitions. Twice more 

electric cars are sold in China than in the rest of the 

world. Electrification makes it possible to abolish Chinese 

technological inferiority vis-à-vis thermal engines. 

Everyone restarts on an equal footing. The global 

hierarchy of automobile brands is wavering. Beijing 

organized this transition with great reinforcements of 

quotas and subsidies. Now Chinese cars need to gain 

notoriety. In 2022, China accounted for 44% of the world 

production of 100% electric vehicles, 32% for the United 

States and 19% for Europe. In Europe, the market share in 

2022 of 100% electric vehicles is 11%, hybrids 31%, 

unleaded petrol 38% and diesel 17%. 

 

The great Chinese competitive advantage is in the 

batteries, the nerve of war. China controls 56% of the 

world's production of batteries for electric vehicles. 

 

Global production of vehicle batteries 

Stock prices of automakers are recovering thanks to a 

recovery in sales seen in September and October. 

Volkswagen announces an increase of more than 15% in its 

sales in October. The automotive sector seems to be 

recovering after a difficult summer. 

 

• Our preferences: Stellantis with a target at €19, 

Volkswagen at €250, BMW at €95, GM at $60, Ford at 

$20 and in the luxury/premium segment Ferrari at 

€240 and Porsche at €115 

November 14, 2022 

CATL (China) 35%

LG Energy (Korea) 15%

BYD (China) 12%

Panasonic (Japan) 10%

SK (Korea) 7%

Samsung SDI (Korea)

5%

CALB (China) 4%

Guoxuan (China) 3%
Sunwoda (China) 2% Svolt (China) 1%
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Disclaimer - This document is solely for your information and under no circumstances is it to be used or considered as an offer, or a 

solicitation of an offer, to buy or sell any investment or other specific product. All information and opinions contained herein has been 

compiled from sources believed to be reliable and in good faith, but no representation or warranty, express or implied, is made as to 

their accuracy or completeness. The analysis contained herein is based on numerous assumptions and different assumptions could 

result in materially different results. Past performance of an investment is no guarantee for its future performance. This document is 

provided solely for the information of professional investors who are expected to make their own investment decisions without undue 

reliance on its contents. This document may not be reproduced, distributed or published without prior authority of PLEION SA. 
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Contact for Switzerland 

 

 

Rue François-Bonivard 12  1201 Genève 
t +41 22 906 81 81  

Chemin du Midi 8  1260 Nyon 
t +41 22 906 81 50  

Rue du Centre Sportif 22  1936 Verbier 

Schauplatzgasse 9  3011 Berne 

t +41 58 404 29 41 

Rue Pré-Fleuri 5  1950 Sion 
t +41 27 329 00 30  

Seidengasse 13  8001 Zurich 
t +41 43 322 15 80 

info@pleion.ch  www.pleion.ch 

Contact for Monaco 

 

11 avenue de la Costa  98000 Monaco 

t +377 92 00 25 00  

contact@pleion.mc  www.pleion.mc   

Contact for Luxembourg 

Contact for Mauritius 

2A rue Jean Origer  L-2269 Luxembourg 

t +352 262 532 0 

info@bcblux.lu  www.bcblux.lu 

Suite 301  Grand Baie Business Quarter 

Chemin Vingt Pieds  Grand Bay 30529 
Republic of Mauritius 

t +230 263 46 46   

info@pleion.mu  www.pleion.mu 
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